How to become a BrisLETS Drop off Point Host
Simon Cole
Being on a transport route is ideal (e.g. near an arterial road), but check our DoPH map; if you're in
an area that's unserviced, we need you.
Having an area accessible from the street but not visible is ideal.
Next you need a protected and secure cupboard. You can organize this yourself. BrisLETS hopes to
help DoPHs in the future when we have more staff/volunteers, in particular a Trading Facilitator.

Here are some examples

Search BrisLETS’ Offers. If you don’t find one, put up a Want post and wait a week. You could put
up a Want ad on Gumtree, too. Remember to offer to pay in Units to advertise BrisLETS using the
Units Accepted Badge (download from our website’s Resources<Downloads page).

If you end up buying one in $s, remember you’re transfering wealth into the alternative economy
and your community benefits. Those benefits come back to you via the well-being of your
neighbours across Brisbane.
I got one from Gumtree for $39.
I had the cupboard transported by a BrisLETS van and driver (Lillian Geddes BLCE1063)

I oiled the exterior and lined the interior with plastic to make it
more weather proof, because it is only partially under cover.

I later added a tin roof because
when it rained everything got
soaked, ha ha. Now it’s
waterproof… the overhanging
eaves drip on it making a noise
next to my bedroom I didn’t have
before… another ha ha ha! All
good and well… now I know when
it’s raining in no uncertain term,
and I love rain.

I organised the interior into two sections:
A Shop (top shelf)
with an explanation
sign and a
transaction/trading
sheet.
A storage space
(bottom shelf) for
couriered goods to
be left and some
transport slips.

Lastly, I'll order a Drop off Point sign from the Promotions Coordinator (see the committtee and
contact page on BrisLETS.com).

Drop off Point
Host sign to go
here
All the images in this file are downloadable from our website under the Resources tab.
Contact the Trading Facilitator (see Committee page of our website) if you’d like to talk to someone
about being a BrisLETS Drop off Point Host.

